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Putting Our Kids on the Path to the World’s Best Workforce 
 
Minnesota’s future economic competitiveness will hinge on the success of Minnesota’s 
kids who are sitting in classrooms today (and even our kids who are just learning to 
walk).  
 
No issue is more important than putting our kids on a path to the world’s best workforce, 
and our House budget will make a historic investment in education and our future. 
 
We decided as a state that education was a priority in the 1970s and that investment paid 
great dividends. Our students’ success became our state’s success. Minnesota became a 
brain-power leader and businesses flocked as a result. Our nation-leading workforce has 
given us the second most Fortune 500 companies per capita.  
 
Minnesotans still have a great education system. Our schools still lead the nation in ACT 
scores and we’re outperforming most of the world in math. Our workforce continues to 
attract new businesses to Minnesota. Yet it’s clear there are cracks appearing in the 
armor.  
 

• Our achievement gap between white students and students of color is among the 
worst in the nation and our fastest growing populations are the least prepared for 
college. 

 
• Our four-year graduation rates have slipped to 29th in the nation and our 

graduation rates for students of color are last. 
 

• Minnesota used to be in the top 10 in school funding. We’ve slipped to 22nd.  
 

• Minnesota is now 47th in the country in terms of class sizes, making it next to 
impossible for students to receive the individualized attention they need to 
succeed. 

 
We can’t keep falling behind because the challenges are only mounting.  We're not 
training our young people for the jobs and the economy of the future. By 2018, 70 
percent of jobs will require post-secondary education. Retiring baby-boomers and the 

 



growing workforce will leave 620,000 job vacancies and if our current trends continue, 
we will be short 150,000 qualified workers. 
 
We need a new vision. We have to move the dial. We have to make a difference in every 
student's life. Every single dollar of investment has to produce extra value, not only to the 
student but to the state and our communities overall. 
 
After hearing from experts and Minnesotans, the House DFL will be moving forward 
with an education finance bill that will: 
 

� Pay back in full the $854 million school shift that was used to paper over deficits 
in the past. House Republicans have urged in this paper that we should pay back 
our schools and we hope they will join us. 
 

� Raise student performance and close the achievement gap through efforts and 
strategies with a proven track record of results like early childhood education and 
all-day, every-day kindergarten. The achievement gap has created the equivalent 
of a permanent recession in the terms of the gap between actual and potential 
output in the economy. We have to turn this around. 

 
� Assure all students are reading at grade level by third grade. 

 
� Provide greater emphasis on identifying off-track students and help them correct 

course in middle school and high school. 
 

� Align our high schools with our higher education institutions to better prepare 
students for career and college. 

 
Building the world’s best workforce will attract new businesses, industries, and 
innovation to our area, lower unemployment, raise our GDP, decrease spending on state 
services and through these things, raise our state’s quality of life.  
 
It’s time for us to think big once again and build the world’s best workforce for a 21st 
century economy. 
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